We study the outer automorphism group OutRr of the ergodic equivalence relation Rr generated by the action of a lattice F in a semisimple Lie group on the homogeneos space of a compact group K. It is shown that OutRr is locally compact. If K is a connected simple Lie group, we prove the compactness of 0\itR r using the D. Witte's rigidity theorem. Moreover, an example of an equivalence relation without outer automorphisms is constructed.
Introduction
An important problem in the theory of full factors [Sak] , [Con 1] and in the orbit theory for groups with the T-property [Kaz] is that of studying the group of outer automorphisms of the corresponding object as a topological group. Unlike the amenable case, the outer automorphism group is a Polish space in the natural topology (see Section 1) and its topological properties are algebraic invariants of the factor and orbital invariants of the dynamical system. The first results in this sphere were obtained by A. Connes [Con 2] in 1980 who showed that the outer automorphism group of the Hi-factor of an ICC-group with the T-property is discrete and at most countable. Various examples of factors and ergodic equivalence relations with locally compact groups of outer automorphisms were constructed in [Cho 1] , [EW] , [GGN] , [Gol] , [GG 1] and [GG 2] . In [Gol] and [GG 2 ] the topological properties of the outer automorphism group were used to construct orbitally nonequivalent Communicated by H. Araki, November 10, 1995 . 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 28D15. The work was supported in part by the International Science Foundation Grant U2BOOO. *Kharkov State University, Department of Mechanics and Mathematics, Freedom sq. 4, Kharkou, 310077, Ukraine. ergodic actions of arithmetic groups with the T-property. The group of outer automorphisms was first calculated in the explicit form in [GG 1] for the equivalence relation given by translations of SO(n, Q) on SO(n, R), n> 5 (see Section 4 [GG 2] ).
The present paper deals with studying the group of outer automorphisms of the ergodic equivalence relation generated by the translations of a lattice in a semisimple Lie group on the homogeneous space of compact group. Section 1 presents a preliminary information on the groups of outer automorphisms of equivalence relations. Section 2 contains the proof of the general theorem about the local compactness of outer automorphism group of the equivalence relation generated by the action of a group with the T-property on the homogeneous space of an arbitrary compact group (Theorem 2.3). As it is shown in the example of the action of SL(n, Z) on SL(n, Zp), the group of outer automorphisms can be noncompact (Remark 2.8).
The most important case where the lattice acts on a homogeneous space of a connected conpact simple Lie group is considered in Section 3. In this case the D. Witte's results [Wit] play an important role. We use them to obtain the explicit description of all automorphisms of the equivalence relation (Theorem 3.3) . It is proved that the outer automorphisms group is compact, Moreover, we find some conditions which ensure this group to be finite (Corollary 3.4) and trivial (Corollary 3.5). Section 4 involves one of the principal results of the present paper, namely the construction of equivalence relations of type Hi and IIoo without outer automorphisms (Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3) . It shoud be noted that the problem of the existence of a type II factor and type III equivalence relation without outer automorphisms remains unsolved.
The main results are reported in [Gef] . The author is grateful to V. Ya. Golodets and all the participants of Kharkov Seminar on the ergodic theory and operator algebras for their kind attention and helpful discusions of the problems considered in the paper. §1. Preliminaries Let F be a countable group, (X, v) a free ergodic /"-space with finite invariant measure. Denote the equivalence relation generated by F as Rr. (R r , m) . Moreover, this topology coincides with the Polish topology on AutRp which was considered by T. Hamachi and M. Osikawa [HO] (see [Dan, section 3]) .
If the group F is amenable then R r is an approximately finite equivalence relation [CFW] and the group lntR r of its inner automorphisms is dense in AutRr [HO] . The T-property is diametrically opposite to the amenability [Kaz, Zim 4] . If F contains an ergodic subgroup F Q with the T-property c.nd F is an ICC-group with respect to F Q , i.e. the set is infinite for all g^= e, then IntRr is a closed subgroup of Aut^r [GG 1, GG 2] . Thus, the group of outer automorphisms of R r is a Polish group. It shoud be noted that this result also follows from the more general statement about the closeness of IntRr in Aut^r (see [JS, p. 113] ), since it can be shown that F with the above properties is not inner ameiable [Cho2, Pr. 6(b) ].
For an equivalence relation with the closed subgroup of inner auto-morphisms, the problem of studying the outer automorphism group as a topological group seems natural and important. In the general case the Polish group can be extremely "large". Example 1.2. Let (S, //) be a Lebesgue apace with the probability measure and F an ICC-group with the T-property. Consider the Bernoulli action of F on the space 
Since K and L are real algebraic groups, the set T r is a real algebraic subvariety in K. Consequently, . c: L. Using the compactness of K one can demonstrate that t~lLt c: L, i.e. ^ e A^(L). Now, in view of (2.1), j8(*) =nU) for a.a. ^ e X. D Consider the ergodic equivalence relation Rr generated by left translations of jT on (X, v) and denote by £ the projection from Aut^r outo Out]?r. The following theorem about the topological structure of Outftr is a generalization of the results of Section 3 in [GG 2] , where the case L= {e} is considered.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that F acts freely on (X, if) and contains a dense of subgroup FQ in K with the T-property, and F is an ICC-group with respect to FQ, i.e. the set (rg?' 1 : J ^ To) is infinite for all g± e. Then s((r t :t e N K (L)}) is an open subgroup in OutRr, which is topologically isomorphic to N k (L) /L. Hence, OutRr is a locally compact group.
To prove Theorem 2.3, we shall provide several considerations.
Given 7 e P and t ^ N k (L), we denote by / r and r f the automorphisms of A = L°°(X, v) generated by f-left and bright translations:
Consider the crossed product M= W* (A, I r , P). The algebra M is generated by operators it (a) and X r (a ^ A, j e j") of the space 
Consequently, for ; < q a the matrix elements (Jf/ can be considered as functions on the homogeneous space X = K/L. The system
P=I Let (9 e C ro and
Since the algebra A is generated by the matrix elements ay, it suffices to prove that
By (2.3) , the equality the ICC-property, and convergence of series (2.4), we can obtain c(g\m, n, p) = 0 for gi=e and hence, 6(71(0^) e n(A) . G
For t e A^(L) denote by ^ the automorphism of the factor M given bŷ (7r(a))=7r(7 f (a)) f £,U 7 )=^7 f a e A, ^7 e r.
Besides, given a cocycle c e Z^jT, C/(A)) we define an automorphism 6 C of M by setting
Lemma 2.5. Let 6 e C ro . T^en f/wrg gjcis^ t e Ai (L) and c e Z 1 (r, such that 6=6 C R t . The cocycle c here is defined uniquely while t is defined up to an element of L.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.4, 6 determines the automorphism /3 of the algebra A : TT ° /J = 6 ° n. By the assumption, 0U 7 ) =/i r and so /3 X r = X r $ , 7 e r. According to 2.2, P = 7 t for a some t e Mr(L) . Set up ft = flflr 1 . F(m) are Zariski dense in H= SL(n, Q/,) [Wan] . Hence, we obtain that h Ẑ (fl) , and it means that h = a~1 e A, i.e. h e zOl) = {«}. Thus, H is embedded into OutR A ~ Out(R r x I J « OutJ?r (see [GG 2, Corollary B.3] ).
It should be noted that if A" is a connected group and L = {e} , Out^r is a compact group [GG 2, Theorem 4.9] . Using the D. Witte's results [Wit] the following section will give a proof of the compactness of OutJ^r for the action of F on a homogeneous space of a connected Lie group. §3 0 Automorphisms of the Equivalence Relation Generated by Lattice Translations in the Lie Group on a Homogeneous Space of a Compact Lie Group
This Section is concerned with automorphisms of the equivalence relation constructed by the /^action on the space X= K/L in the most important case where F is a lattice in a simple Lie group and K a compact simple Lie group. We obtain the explicit description of automorphisms (Theorem 3.3) using the D. Witte's argument [Wit, 9.4] .
We need the following general statement which can be deduced from R. Zimmer's rigidity theorem [Zim 2, 4 .3 and 4.5] .
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a connected noncompact simple Lie group with trivial center and R.~rank (G) > 2, F a lattice in G and (X, v) a free ergodic F-space with the finite invariant measure. Let 6 ^ AutRr and a : X X F-» r be the cocycle corresponding to d, i.e. 6(jx] = a(x, 7) 6 (x) for all f ^ F and a. a. x X. Then there exist Borel function 0 : X~ » G and o\ ^ AutG such that a(x, 7)
Proof. Using the action of F, let us construct that of G (the induced action [Zim 1]) and an automorphism 6 ^ AutRc corresponding to 6 ^ AutRr-Let it: G-> F\ G be the natural projection, TC (g) = Fg, and (t):F\ G-» G its Borel section, i.e., it ° o) = id. Determine Borel maps s: G-* G and /: G-^Fas follows
s(g)=a)(n(g)),f(g)=gs(g)-
1 , g^ G.
Set up S = O)(F\ G) = s(G) . Then S 1 is a Borel set, and each element g of G is uniquely represented in the form

g = f(g)s(g), f(g) e T, s(g) e S. (3.1)
Now consider the diagonal action of F on the space X x G, i.e.
T(X, h) = (TX, 7/0 , 7 ^ r, x e x, h e G.
The orbit partition of X x G of this action is measurable, and the orbit space Y = (X X G) IT can be identified with the space X x (F\ G) via the Borel isomorphism
where [x, ti\ is the image of (x, h) e X x G in the space 7= U x G) /r. . Denote by R G the equivalence relation generated by the action of G on (7, p) . Let /be the transitive equivalence relation generated by translations of G on F\G. It can be readily seen that 0 (see (3.2)) carries out isomorphism of R r X / and R G . Using the automorphism 0 e Aut# r , one can construct an automorphism 0 ^ RG: 0 -0(0 x id) (P"
1 . The direct calculation shows that (3.5) (see (3.1) -(3.3)). Consider the cocycle a : 7 X G-* G associated to 9:
In view of the Zimmer's rigidity theorem, a is cohomologous to the restriction of an automorphism of G [Zim 2] . Thus, there exist a Borel function 0 : (X X G) /-T -*G and o\ ^ AutG are such that for any g e G at a.a. j; e 7. Set up
6i(y) = (p(y) 0(y),ye Y.
According to [Zim 2, Prop. 2.4] and [Zim 3, Lemma 3 .5] , 6 1 is an automorphism of ( Y, p) and
for each g e G at a.a. y e. Y. Herewith, 61 e Aut# G and 0 0 f 1 e InLR G . For g e G and 3; = k /i] e y we have (see (3.4) and (3.5)):
On the other hand,
Oi(g) e,(g)
Now we obtain from (3.6)^C
U ^r
for all g e G and a.a. [*, /i] e y. Since ^(T'«) = crU, •f)d(x), we rewrite (3.7) as follows 
The next theorem gives the explicit description of the automorphisms of Rr, which is similar to [GG 2, Theorem 4.4] . We use the argument of D. Witte [Wit, 9.4] IntRr such that (a, t) ^ Q and 6 -wr( a ,t) .
Proof, According to Lemma 2.1, F acts on (X, i>) freely. Consider the G-action induced by that of F. Let A : F-» K X G be the diagonal embedding. Then the space of the induced action (X X G) IT can be identified with the double coset space A (F) \(K x G) IL (we also denote the subgroup L x {e} c K X G by L) . The identification is given by the map
Now the induced action coincides with that of G by right translations on A (F)
Let 6 e Autftr, # : X X F -> ^f be the cocycle corresponding to 6 and 6 1 e Autft G the automorphism constructed while proving Proposition 3.1 (see (3.5) and (3.4)):
for all g e G and a. a. 3; ^ 7. Since (7, p) is an ergodic G~space, 61 preserves the measure. Similarly to the proof of Corollary 9.4 [Wit] , consider the following G~equivalent projections:
Taking into consideration identification (3.11) , define the map F:
In view of (3.13) F is an affine map for (e} X G [Wit, Del 2.2] , i. e.
F(A(F)(k,h)g) =F(A(F)(k,h))a l (g)
at each g ^ G for a. a. (k, h) €E # x G. Moreover, F preserves the measure.
Since A (F] is a lattice in KX G and A (F) is densely projected in K, in view of the reasoning given in the proof of Corollary 9.1 [Wit] , F is an affine map for the entire group KX G, i.e.
F(A (D (to, hg)) = F(A(F) U h))d(t, g),
where d is an homomorphism from K X G to G with <5 (e, g) = 0i(g) , g ^ G.
Hence, d(t, g) = ffi(g) and
. Using (3.14) we obtain
B(kt, hg) = F(A(F) (kt, hg)) a = F(A(F) (IU)) Vi(g) o,(h}-1 = B(k, h)
for all (t, g) ^ K * G and a. a. (k, h) ^ K X G. Consequently, there exists an element of ho e G such that B(fc, fc) = /7io for a. a. Furthermore, using (3. 11), (3. 12) and definitions of the projections p and 7t L we obtain e Q, the automorphisms r(a litl ) and r (ffzf f 2 ) differ by the right translation n 0 , where t 0 = ftfi" 1 e A/i (L) . Further, Out/f is a finite, therefore N^ (F) is a finite index subgroup in Aut (K, r) (remind that Z(K) = {e}} . Now the finiteness of ((OuU? r ) /ft) /ft follows from the fact that each element of Out^r is the image of r (ff ,n where (<J, t) ^ Q (Theorem 3.3) . To complete the proof, it suffices to show that the H 2 is finite. Since Z(K) = Z(F) = {e} , we have that H 2 is embedded into OutT. However, it follows from the finiteness of OutG ([Bou, Ch. Ill, Section 9, Prop. 30 (ii)] and [Mos, p. 254] and let K= SO(f T , R) . Then K is a connected compact group which is isomorphic to S0 M (R) and the group S0(f, Z[</2]) is embedded into K via r as a dense subgroup [Sul] . Since FQ is a finite index subgroup in S0(f, ZL/2]) it is also densely embedded into K. We will identity FQ with its image in K. Proof. According to [GG 2, Corollary B.3] all the automorphisms of Aut Rr preserve the measure. Therefore, the embedding of AutRr into AutRr, 0~* 6 X id generate an isomorphism of OutRr and AutRr-D
